What is #DevDay?

Welcome, 6,000+ attendees

- Hosted: 8
- Invited: 40+
- blogs & tech tracks: 40+

Blogs & tech tracks: #DevDay

- 40+ blogs & tech tracks
- 80+ live sessions
- 200+ participants

Hit 50+ locations worldwide

- Including Canada, UK, Germany, Japan, Scandinavia, and 15 major US cities
- Coming back to DevDay:
  - Prompted at least 8 reasons to keep
  - New support for Visual Studio and Eclipse, Agile Development, DevOps,
  - Unveiled dozens of products
  - Welcomed at least 8 leaders from the Micro Focus
  - Showcased from many industries and sectors:
    - 'Ask the Expert' panels
    - Business buddies and professional peers
    - For live technical demonstrations—and the opportunity to meet their
  - The Survived
  - Community for the COBOL and
  - Mainframe development
  - Mainframe developer
  - Event for the COBOL and
  - Mainframe developer

What is #DevDay?

- #DevDay is the go-to name for anyone seeking key insights, looking
  - Innovation out to the dev community, helping .NET, Java and COBOL
  - That's 60+ events in over 8 years of taking COBOL and mainframe
  - Community
  - Mainframe development
  - Mainframe developer

What’s next?

- 100+ attendees
- Over 1,000s

What’s next?

- 100+
- Over 1,000s

We agree! Here’s the word from the Micro Focus #DevDay Team

- Micro Focus #DevDay is…
  - This year there are 11 more great reasons to go:
    - You can make better
    - Challenged.
    - You can make better

- #Mainframe releases
- #COBOL and
- #Devday T eam
  - from the Micro Focus

- Realize the Vision

- #DevDay

- Inspired

- #DevDay

- Hosted

- Welcome

- #DevDay T eam
  - from the Micro Focus

- We agree! Here’s the word
  - from the Micro Focus #DevDay Team